From aging to Alzheimer's disease: unveiling "the switch" with the senescence-accelerated mouse model (SAMP8).
Current mouse models of Alzheimer's disease (AD) are restricted to the expression of AD-related pathology associated with specific mutations present in early-onset familial AD and thus represent < 5% of AD cases. To date there are no mouse lines that model late-onset/age-related AD, the feature which accounts for the vast majority of cases. As such, based on current mutation-associated models, the chronology of events that lead to the disease in the aged population is difficult to establish. However, published data show that senescence-accelerated mouse (SAMP8), as a model of aging, display many features that are known to occur early in the pathogenesis of AD such as increased oxidative stress, amyloid-beta alterations, and tau phosphorylation. Therefore, SAMP8 mice may be an excellent model for studying the earliest neurodegenerative changes associated with AD and provide a more encompassing picture of human disease, a syndrome triggered by a combination of age-related events. Here, the neurochemical, neuropathological, and behavioral alterations, characterized in SAMP8 mice are critically reviewed and discussed in relation to the potential use of this mouse model in the study of AD pathogenesis.